If it's high strength and quality you need then Brooks Forgings can provide you with a drop forged solution. A cost effective method of manufacturing for many components in materials such as Carbon, Stainless, Duplex and Super Alloys.

The forging process improves the strength of the metal by aligning the grain along the lines of potential stress, which cannot be achieved through casting, machining or fabrication. These types of components are used by our customers in agriculture, automotive, military, mining, lifting, fishing, forestry, medical and other industries.

We can offer the flexibility of small batch runs with rapid delivery in the UK, or a cost saving with longer lead times from our forge in China. All products go through our ISO 9001 approved quality system in the UK.

Our UK engineers, who are specialists in forging, can help and advise you with your product requirements. Remember, we can also offer a complete machining, fabrication and warehousing solution to your specific requirements.
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